Companies’ requirements for UEM/EMM systems are subject to constant change and it may be necessary to migrate to another system. But the migration barriers seem to be high: The technical transfer as well as the migration of the end devices can cause high effort and problems.

The EBF Onboarder starts right there and enables a largely automated changeover to leading UEM/EMM solutions. Different source systems can be the starting point for the migration and migration is also easily possible with heterogeneous device landscapes. The change from an on-premise to a cloud variant is also possible.

SEAMLESS MIGRATION FOR BOTH THE ADMINISTRATORS AND THE USERS

The EBF Onboarder helps to make migration easy for both administrators and users. The migration is smooth and fast. Thus resources, time and costs are being saved.

Use the EBF Onboarder for the migration of your UEM system. Your administrators and users will thank you for it.
EBF ONBOARDER BENEFITS

The EBF Onboarder is suitable for both small and large quantities of devices and offers many benefits over manual migration.

**TIME SAVINGS**
The automated migration requires little support from your IT department.

**TRANSPARENCY**
Your IT department always has an overview of the migration status.

**COST SAVINGS**
You save costs due to low personnel costs, downtimes and risks of errors.

**RELIEF OF THE IT**
The automated migration requires little support from your IT department.

**MORE THAN 1,000,000 SUCCESSFULLY MIGRATED DEVICES WITH THE EBF ONBOARDER**

Simply scan the QR code and watch a demo video of the software.

[ebf.com/en/ebf-onboarder]